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Summary  

You can no longer question if emerging technologies such as Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning and Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 
will impact on our lives in the years to come; it is undoubtedly transforming 
businesses and their workforce across every sector. These technologies are 
at the forefront of human-computer innovation and have the potential to 
provide the crypto services industry with virtual rule-based systems that will 
have the ability to connect with Blockchain technologies in a much more 
efficient way than what humans can.    

The goal for Sovren is to be at the forefront of integrating these technologies 
into the crypto services industry by building a crypto trading platform that uses 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Technologies and Intelligent Automation for security, 
customer service and trading services.  

For Security our AI and RPA technologies will deliver a high-speed proactive 
cyber defence to protect trader assets. Currently crypto exchanges are at a 
disadvantage because attackers only have to succeed once while defenders 
have to protect a complex attack surface 24/7. Sovren is combining AI and 
robotic automation with people skills to deliver a platform with world-class 
threat management integrated from the start.  

With AI and RPA integrated into the Sovren platform we will not only be the 
most secure crypto exchange but will also be in a unique position to apply 
these technologies to deliver a superior trading experience. Most crypto 
exchanges only serve one purpose, a means to change one crypto into 
another. At Sovren we believe that to truly make crypto a mainstream 
commodity we need to go much further by finding innovative solutions to 
make crypto more accessible to all. It is difficult for any trader, especially new 
ones, to get to grips with the steep learning curve they have to go through to 
gain the knowledge required to successfully trade crypto. Sovren is 
addressing this by creating ancillary products to make crypto accessible to a 
global community:   

• A Virtual Customer Service and Trading Assistant Bot named Zova 
®. Customer service is a priority for Sovren. We will be using Zova 
in combination with a 24/7-customer service team, if Zova can’t 
answer a query a human will always be available to assist.  

• A Decentralised Crypto Wallet with trading capabilities directly 
integrated with the Sovren exchange, which will serve as a secure 
cold storage option whilst adding to the liquidity of the platform.  

• We are developing SDK’s and Open API’s for Decentralized Crypto 
Applications. This will allow the Sovren community, developers or 



traders, to create applications using our SDK’s and Open API’s that 
will have direct communication with the exchange. 

• We are using AI and Robotic Automation to ensure a Fair Trading 
environment. Using AI Sovren is able to identify any anomalies in 
trading patterns and then use intelligent automation for measures to 
prevent losses to our traders, including preventing insider trading. 

• SDK’s and Open API’s for community developed projects, e.g. 
making it easier for new coins to be listed by having open source 
tools for coin developers to work with, or to create the next Crypto 
Kitties, with Sovren traders will have the ability to use crypto traded 
on the platform to interact with Dapps.  

• We are developing a Virtual Trading Platform for traders to 
familiarise themselves with trading before moving over to live 
trading. Users can demo trade and earn Sovren for to use when 
ready to Live trade. 

 

Market Analysis 

PROBLEMS 

• Market Fragmentation - Some crypto exchanges accept FIAT 
currency conversion to a limited number of the major crypto coins. 
Then to buy Altcoins one has to jump across several exchanges. At 
each step the customer has to register and pay high transaction 
charges . There is simply no All-in-One Crypto Exchange. 
 

• Poor Customer Experience - Crypto exchanges provide a highly 
complex and poor customer experience (UX), which is unsuitable 
for non-technical or new traders. Furthermore, the existing 
exchanges run on older technologies and databases that makes 
infrastructure quite unreliable for customers leading to frequent 
outages. 

 
• Insecurity and Fraud - Crypto exchanges are insecure. Even the 

leading exchanges have been hacked with millions of dollars of 
traders funds lost. Gross human negligence and poor operational 
practices has been the primary reason. 

 
• Poor Customer Service- Crypto exchanges have an appalling 

customer service and have no human based contact center or on 
demand incident service. Most exchanges only offer email based 
customer service with no stringent SLAs. 

 
• Lack of Regulation - Crypto exchanges lack regulation, a license to 



operate, 3rd party audits and transparency make it unsuitable for 
growing demands of the next generation of retail and institutional 
investors as well as regulators. Frequent trade account login denial, 
delays in FIAT currency withdrawal and manipulations in trade 
orders are common issues faced by crypto traders. 

 
• Escalating Costs for new ICOs and Lack of Support - Listing on 

exchanges has become a daunting and expensive affair for 
upcoming blockchain projects. The listing process is time 
consuming, with barely any dedicated support and poor technology 
infrastructure in place. 

 

SOVREN SOLUTION 

• All-in-One Exchange - Sovren exchange will accept FIAT currency 
from a global customer base but also lists most crypto currencies 
and trading pairs. Furthermore, we have a fixed trading fee that is 
capped with a focus on being a fair , community driven crypto 
exchange.  

• Superior User Interfaces and Training Platform - Our Exchange 
Mobile Apps and Web platforms are specially designed for the Uber 
generation and removes complexities and technicalities involved in 
crypto trading. Furthermore we offer the world’s very first crypto 
trading simulated environment where novice traders can learn to 
trade before they are ready to trade in a live account. 

• Artificially Intelligent (AI) based security- At the heart of our 
Exchange Software sits a highly sophisticated state of the art 
Artificially Intelligent system. Our proprietary AI based Neural 
Network will create the first and last line of defense which will 
automatically combat systematic hacks and organized cyber 
attacks. 

• 24* 7 Customer Service - Sovren Exchange has a 24*7 Contact 
Center staff that is responsible for all customer queries and issues 
within strict Service Levels. In order to have a convenient on-
demand service, we have built ZOVA our emotionally intelligent 
chatbot. Zova will resolve issues and connect customers to a 
human service agent when appropriate. 

• Fully Regulated Exchange - Sovren aspires to be the first fully 
regulated UK based Exchange by the UK’s Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA) and will lead the consortium of European Crypto 
Exchanges in defining the guidelines to bring London’s Financial 



hub to the forefront of regulating crypto currencies. This will help 
Sovren establish business relationships with global Investment 
Banks, Wealth and Assessment firms and have access to their 
investor base. 

• Exchange Eco-system with Open API and SDKs - Sovren will have 
a dedicated Partner Portal that would make the token listing 
process easy, for ICO and STO efficient and quick. Furthermore, 
Sovren will provide a full set of libraries, Open API, SDKs, 
documentation and have a dedicated technical support team 
available for the developer community. 

 

1. Sovren Exchange: Platform 

The Sovren platform will make use of the best Centralized technologies to 
support Decentralized trading of crypto assets. To support the full scope of 
what Sovren has set out to deliver, to its community, we believe combining 
centralized and decentralized technologies will allow us to create an 
unparalleled user experience which is secure, fast and fair.  

Key Components: 

1. Sovren applications will include a Web Interface, Mobile Application and a 
Decentralized Wallet. Sovren is partnering with a top UI and UX design 
company with a focus on maximizing usability and user experience across all 
our applications.  

2. AI and RPA rules-based engine for Security and Fast and Fair transaction 
execution.  

3. Support for the Bitcoin Lightning Network (LN). Sovren will be building support 
for BTC Lightning Network from the start as part of the exchange 
development.  

4. Google Spanner database services for trade data pooling and Sovren SDK 
and Open API services management. Google Spanner gives Sovren the 
ability to scale at will and deliver off chain transaction pooling and execution 
with the ability to process over 1 million transactions per second. By using 
Google Spanner as a centralized data management service for Sovren we will 
be able to easily integrate decentralized tools, such as wallets with trade 
execution functionality, using RPA for fast off chain trade before on chain 
execution is completed.  

5. Self-service Data Analytics and Visualization Tools for traders. Sovren is 
integrating an industry leading analytics tool with self-service functionality for 



users to create portfolio management dashboards. In combination with using 
AI for market analysis we will give Sovren users unparalleled trading decision-
making capabilities.  

6. Software Development Tools (SDK) and Open API’s that will allow community 
developers to create applications, which integrate and communicate with the 
Sovren platform. 

7. Open Source Coin Listing Tools. As part of our commitment to being a 
community centric trading platform we are creating an open source SDK for 
developers to list new coins. We will work with coin creators and community 
managers to make coin listing as hassle free as possible.  

8. Sovren white label applications and solutions. Sovren will have white label 
products for investment banks, wealth and asset managers and financial 
institutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. SOVREN TECHNOLOGY 



 

2.1. SOVREN AI & RPA: SECURITY  

To date more than one billion dollars has been lost from crypto exchanges 
due to internal and external failings from the most prominent exchanges in the 
industry. Most of these exchanges were not designed with a ‘security first’ 
approach but rather a ‘quick to market’ approach which has cost crypto 
investors significant losses in funds. Some of these exchanges have since 
closed down where others have simply disappeared.  

At Sovren we are determined to put the best mechanisms in place to protect 
investor assets from both internal and external threats, hence why we are 
building the platform with AI integration from the start, using Machine Learning 
(and within that, Deep Learning). Machine Learning is a program that is 
written to learn and adapt through the analysis of millions of data points. 
Sovren will be taking advantage of a pioneering technology within Machine 
Learning, the Neural Network (NN). Neural Networks simulate the pattern 
recognition abilities of a human brain by processing millions of data points 
faster than any human can. In cyber security pattern recognition is pivotal in 
terms of cyber intelligence.  



Sovren will have a dedicated Security Operations Center (SOC) with a highly 
skilled analysis team, whose focus will be on how to prevent, detect and 
respond to cyber security threats, with the aid of AI Machine Learning and 
RPA technology, supported by well-defined processes and procedures.  

SOVREN SECURITY PROTOCOLS 

 

SOVREN HAS APPOINTED A INDUSTRY RECOGNISED CHIEF INFORMATION 
SECURITY OFFICER TO ITS ADVISORY BOARD AND WE ARE IN ADVANCED 

TALKS WITH A TOP AI SECURITY COMPANY WHO WILL PARTNER WITH 
SOVREN TO DELIVER THE MOST SECURE CRYPTO EXCHANGE TO DATE 

 

2.2. SOVREN AI & RPA: TRADING 

Sovren will be listing all major crypto currencies and altcoins including Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, Ripple & Bitcoin Cash with a fixed trading fee across all trading 

 
Sovren traders will be able to buy major cryptocurrencies against fiat 
currency. Cash management partnership will allow fiat transfer from anywhere 
in the world with quick and simple process for buying crypto with your fiat with 
same day withdrawal. 

Sovren will be a hybrid of an order book and brokerage exchange with a 
trading engine supported by AI and RPA for matching buy and sell orders. 
Sovren will allow two types of trade, market orders and limit orders. User 
trade options will include the ability for users to create Trailing-Stop and Stop-



Loss orders and a combination of the two to maximize profits and minimize 
losses.  

Artificial intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Predictive Analytics 
technologies is giving institutional traders a significant advantage over retail 
traders. AI and ML can provide tools for traders that can help to significantly 
improve decision-making for investment and risk management strategies. 
Sovren will be decentralising the following AI and ML trading strategies to the 
Sovren community: 

- Crypto trade execution algorithms for Volume Weighted Average Price 
(VWAP) strategies to see in real time if an asset is overbought or 
oversold 

- Strategy implementation algorithms for trend-based strategies that 
involve moving averages, channel breakouts, price level movements 
and other technical indicators 

- Algorithms that detect price movements caused by large market trades 

 

AI AND ML TRADING TECHNOLOGIES IN COMBINATION WITH PREDICTIVE 
ANALYTICS WILL ALLOW SOVREN TO ANALYSE LARGE AMOUNTS OF 

MARKET DATA AT SPEED, WITH THE SYSTEM CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVING 
ITSELF THROUGH SELF-LEARNING. WE WILL MAKE THIS DATA AVAILABLE 

TO OUR COMMUNITY IN OUR OWN PROPRIETY APPLICATIONS 

 

2.3. SOVREN VIRTUAL ASSISTANT ZOVA: CUSTOMER SERVICE 

This is one of the biggest pain points for any active crypto trader. Lack of 
communication in relation to account issues, coin listings and security issues 
that at times can lead into days of uncertainty, account lock-ups and even loss 
of crypto to assets. 

In our day-to-day life, we expect a certain level of customer service when 
dealing with high street banks, investment firms, insurance companies and 
traditional brokerage firms. We expect to be able to communicate and resolve 
issues as and when they arise. However, when we are making crypto 
currency investments on exchanges, timely communication and customer 
service seems to be completely ignored. Why should it be any different to 
what we already experience and expect when transacting outside of crypto? 

Sovren will deliver customer service using chat AI and robotics to automate 
recurring functions in the front office, and back office, and combine this with 
real people who will focus and work on high value tasks that can’t be easily 



solved by robotics. Sovren bots will interface in the same way humans do 
when dealing with account queries, but will have the ability to resolve queries 
instantly. Using AI Powered Robotic Automation for front-office interactions, 
such as customer onboarding, compliance, transaction processing, 
deactivation and activation of accounts and trading and settlement, will 
significantly increase processing speed in comparison to most current crypto 
exchange operations. 

The Sovren AI chatbot Zova classifies the requests of customers in a smart 
and organized manner. The AI knows exactly what responses are to be given 
to the customers and depending on the algorithms, such responses are 
generated that prove that the AI recognizes intent of the customer request. 
The insights and responses are ensured to be useful for the customers, 
relevant to their issues and intelligent. Thus, the chatbot engages the 
customers in the same way as a human would. 

Machine learning is also an important aspect that will be used by ZOVA. Over 
time, ZOVA will learn from its experience. Being an AI, it will come up with 
better responses to the queries and requests of customers. The customer- 
centered approach of ZOVA will help it to assure personalized services for 
clients and adapt to them by learning intelligent and smarter responses. Thus, 
sooner or later, the chatbot will become more intelligent than ever and by 
dealing with customer requests and learning from its experience. Ultimately, 
ZOVA will provide 100% effective solution to cater to the requirements of 
customers assuring them of the best experience. 

Understanding the human conversation demands a variety of algorithms for 
the AI and ML. Thus, the chatbot will employ the natural language processing 
(NLP) techniques to understand the human conversations. This will be 
incredibly beneficial for the ease of use of the AI chatbot. Human conversation 
algorithms will be understood by ZOVA and the efficiency of AI chatbot will 
increase to a greater extent.  

Coming to the tasks performed by ZOVA. The AI powered bot will be 
performing various tasks automatically as designated by the developers. 
Whatever tasks that are required by the AI powered bot such as the 
management of trade execution. It will also perform self- healing infrastructure 
issues and a lot of other processes and tasks.  

ZOVA IS AN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) POWERED BOT THAT WILL 
ENGAGE USERS IN A SIMILAR WAY A HUMAN WOULD, USING NLP (NATURAL 

LANGUAGE PROCESSING) 

2.4. SOVREN: WHITE LABEL SOLUTIONS  



It can be a set up for failure to try and build a customized application from 
scratch for any business especially if the market the business is trying to enter 
falls outside their development expertise. For many institutions the barrier to 
entry to the crypto trading market is a lack of understanding of the specifics of 
building Blockchain and crypto trading applications. Some of the key 
challenges institutions are facing include: 

• It can considerably slow down their time to market by having to take the 
time to build their own applications, impacting on their potential 
competitive advantage 

• Institutions are at risk of spending too much money to develop applications 
and solutions that could be readily available  

Institutions can avoid these risks by simply choosing to use white label 
applications. “White label” means it is a fully supported solution made by a 
company, such as Sovren, and then sold to another such as a financial 
institution to brand and use as their own. 

The Sovren team comes from a background of years of successful 
implementations of systems and applications within the financial and trading 
industry in the U.K. The team is leveraging this experience to not only work 
with financial regulators but to bring institutions into the fold as partners of the 
Sovren trading eco-system. The way this will be achieved is through the use 
of white label applications, that will make crypto trading accessible, to these 
institutions by them not having to spend significant resources and time in 
developing their own products. They will have an option to make this available 
to their clients via self-branded applications bought from Sovren Ltd. This will 
bring in significant liquidity to the Sovren exchange with access for traders in 
market that has had very limited exposure to crypto trading to date.  

Benefits for institutions who want to use Sovren‘s white label solutions: 

1. Our solutions will be quick and easy to brand.  Our solutions will be fully 
integrated with the Sovren crypto trading exchange and off the shelf ready, 
which will simplify branding.  

2. Access for institutional investor clients. A pre-packaged trading solution will 
create an opportunity for institutions to offer their investor access to the 
fastest growing investment markets currently.  

3. Our white label solutions will save institutions significant time and money. It 
can cost significant amounts of money and human resource capital to build 
applications from scratch, you need to consider the architecture, time, design, 
building, and testing of the solution. By offering institutions the option to invest 
in our white label solutions we will save them significant cost and time in 
developing their own crypto solutions.  



2.5. SOVREN PAYMENT GATEWAY: E-COMMERCE 

Sovren payment gateway is a merchant API service that will be available via 
the SVRN e-commerce application. Sovren will make it easy for merchants to 
accept crypto currencies as a payment with a simple to use API interface and 
the option for instant crypto to fiat conversion. It will also be easy for crypto 
traders to turn profits from their trading into buying real assets and products 
without having to transfer their crypto across multiple platforms.  
 
The e-commerce service will make use of the Sovren Private privacy protocol 
to protect users data privacy.  
 

 
 

 
KEY FEATURES: 
• Convert crypto into fiat seamlessly, or make use of the Sovren Crypto 

vault to cold store crypto  
• Crypto and fiat integrated exchange rates 
• Integrated KYC technology 
• Customer buying behaviour reports & analytics 
• Easy to integrate open API  
 
 
 
 
 

2.6. SOVREN: DEMO TRADING PLATFORM 



Accessibility is key to mainstream crypto adoption. Sovren will be providing 
users with access to a demo and training platform that will allow anyone 
unfamiliar with crypto trading to first learn how to trade without having to risk 
their money at the start. A demo account will provide a risk-free environment 
for traders to try our crypto trading platforms. We will be creating a unique 
reward system linked to the training/demo trade platform where users will be 
earning SVRN as they learnt to trade. Users can learn to: 

 
- Move different crypto currencies between different wallets 
- How to place a market order 
- How to place a limit order  
- How to use charts – simple analysis and more advanced technical 

analysis  
- How to analyze crypto based on various technical indicators 

We believe creating a crypto exchange eco-system rather than simply a 
trading platform will add significant value to the Sovren token with further 

value added when we release the Sovren Privacy Protocol and Coin. The token 
and coin will co-exist with a clearly defined role for each in supporting the 
development of Sovren as a CPAAS (CRYPTO PLATFORM AS A SERVICE) 

3. SVRN TOKEN 

For the ICO and the initial exchange launch Sovren will be using Ethereum to 
create an erc20 token. In total only 500 million tokens will ever be minted.  

The SVRN token will firstly be a mechanism for trading across the Sovren 
exchange eco-system. We will at the start be creating multiple trading pairs 
with SVRN as the base currency. When our community uses SVRN to trade 
we will be applying a significantly reduced fee to their trades. SVRN will also 
be the de-facto trade mechanism when interacting with the DAE Dapps 
created by the crypto community, i.e. we are building the SDK’s and open 
API’s to interact with SVRN tokens. Developers will need to deposit a 
predetermined amount of SVRN once our technical team has approved their 
Dapps, before it is made available to the community. This will also apply to 
traders who want to create algorithmic trading bots.  

As a community centric initiative we also want to reward Sovren users for 
using the platform and for creating community initiatives: 

For ICO Token Holders: 

For those who buy SVRN during the ICO and do not move more than 60% of 
their initial holding: 

- You will pay no fees when trading using SVRN as long as you hold 60% of 
your SVRN bought during the ICO (minimum 2000 bought during ICO).  



- Developers using our SDK’s and Open API’s that bought SVRN during the 
ICO will not have to pay any Dapps or coin listing fees as long as they hold 
at least 60% of the ICO SVRN they bought. Minimum initial amount bought 
is 10000 SVRN to qualify.  

3.1. SVRN PRIVATE BLOCKCHAIN AND PRIVACY PROTOCOL 

To support the development of the Sovren platform we will be completing the 
build of the Sovren Public POS Blockchain and the integration of our Sovren 
Privacy protocol. The propriety privacy technology will be explained in more 
detail as the project develops.  

Sovren Private Coin will be released within 6 months of the exchange going 
live.  

No one in the Sovren team will be allocated any Private coins and there will 
be NO ICO for the coin. The reasoning behind creating the privacy coin is to 
further enhance the Sovren exchange eco-system, for example by expanding 
our SDK’s and open API’s to also interact with the privacy coin for DAE 
Dapps. Our Private protocol will be integrated into our merchant solution for 
keeping transactions private. The coin will also be available for proof of stake 
where participants will be rewarded with Sovren Private coins which can be 
used to offset fees when trading on the platform.  

Sovren ICO token holders will be airdropped with 2 Sovren Private Coins for 
every Sovren token bought during the ICO. For example if you bought 4000 
SVRN during the ICO and did not sell any by the time we have developed the 
Private coin you will receive 8000 SVRN coins when the coins are released 
via the airdrop. The Private coin price will be linked to the price of the SVRN 
token at the time of releasing the coin.  

 


